In this letter, we present a fast image/video super resolution framework using edge and nonlocal constraint. The proposed method has three steps. First, we improve the initial estimation using contentadaptive bilateral filtering to strengthen edge. Second, the high resolution image is estimated by using classical back projection method. Third, we use joint content-adaptive nonlocal means filtering to get the final result, and self-similarity structures are obtained by the low resolution image. Furthermore, content-adaptive filtering and fast self-similarity search strategy can effectively reduce computation complexity. The experimental results show the proposed method has good performance with low complexity and can be used for real-time environment.
Introduction
The super resolution (SR) aim is to obtain high resolution (HR) image from its low resolution (LR) inputs and it has a wide range of applications in video communication, consumer electronics. There are two kinds of SR: single-image SR and multi-image SR [1] . In this letter, we mainly focus on the single image SR. For video signals, the single image SR can enhance the video resolution frame by frame. There are two ways to describe the relationship between the lowresolution image and high resolution image. One assumes that the LR image is gotten through direct sampling from HR image. The image interpolation method can be used to improve performance of HR image. The other more general model assumes that the LR image is obtained through the HR image blur and down sampling, as
where X is the original HR image, Y is the observed LR image, H is a blurring filter, D is a down-sampling operator and N is the noise. So, the estimation of the HR image is a typical ill-posed inverse problem. Basically, there are two kinds of methods to deal with (1) . One is maximum likelihood (ML) estimation method, and the back projection (BP) SR method, such as [2] - [4] , is the classical ML SR method, which tries to find the X witĥ Usually, back projection SR method can produce jaggy artifacts along the edges. To reduce the artifacts, Ref. [3] use bilateral filtering by alpha matting technique to guide the back-projection process. Reference [4] employe the data fusion of Nonlocal-Means (NLM) concept [5] to improve the HR image quality within back projection iteration and produce sharper edges and fewer artifacts. The other approach to solve (1) is the regularized super-resolution methods [6] - [9] . Reference [6] put the Nonlocal-Means (NLM) [5] algorithm into TV-regularized video SR approach. The learning based regularization SR method [7] - [9] uses a sparsity constrain over a learned dictionary, and it can be performed very efficiently. However, above learning-based regularized methods often need a large dictionary to describe image variation, and the computational complexity is relatively high. Moreover, it should be note that the nonlocal self-similarity model is also a very powerful prior model and can be effective to remove artifacts [4] , [6] , [9] .
Generally speaking, the SR method mainly focuses to enhance the image details and remove edge artifacts. Taking into account the actual real-time applications, the main challenge of SR method is algorithm complexity. The learning based SR methods have much high computational complexity, and are difficult for real-time applications. In contrast, the back project based SR method may be suitable for real time condition. Furthermore, the magnification factor is 2 in many SR applications (such as QCIF to CIF, QVGA to VGA). In order to obtain additional magnification, image interpolation method can be achieved.
In this letter, we focus on low complexity and efficient SR method. Our SR method bases the three facts. Firstly, for the given image, there are basically three kind regions: uniform, edge and texture. In fact, only the edge and texture areas need to do more precise estimation. In this way, the content-adaptive processing can reduce the complexity of the total algorithm. Secondly, for the back projection SR framework, we find that the quality of the initial interpolation image has a very important impact on the final results, especially for edge regions. Thirdly, for any SR reconstruction imageX, the relationship betweenX and the original image X can be seen as X =X + n e , where n e is estimation error. To enhance the reconstruction quality, it can be recast as image denoising problem. The statistical properties of n e are very difficult to obtain, but non-parametric denoising can be used to reduce the estimation error caused by SR reconstruction. In summary, our SR framework has three steps Copyright c 2013 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers as follows: (1) Initialization, after bicubic up-sampling, the content adaptive bilateral filter is used to provide better image edge information for SR estimation; (2) Back projection; (3) Content adaptive joint nonlocal-means denoising, in which we learn non-local similarity by the structure of the pixels in LR image and employ this similar correlation to correct the reconstructed HR image. The images and video sequences are used for experiments and the results show that our SR method not only gives excellent reconstruction quality, but also has low complexity. It can be used for the realtime SR application.
Proposed SR Method
The framework of the proposed SR method is shown in Fig. 1 , and it consists of three main modules: initialization, back projection reconstruction, joint nonlocal-means denosing post-processing.
Content-Adaptive Filter
For super resolution, a small error of the edge regions might be significant to human perception, and the errors in weak textured regions (such as grass) are often over-looked. Moreover, it doesn't need to do anything for flat area. Here, we propose a content adaptive filtering method, in which filtering process is only in the edge and strong texture regions. This strategy can greatly reduce the complexity of the algorithm, while maintaining the efficiency. For a given LR image Y, X b is it's bicubic interpolation image. Firstly, we use Gaussian filtering to get the low frequency components of X b :
where normalization factor W g ensures pixel weights sum to 1, and G σ denotes the 2D Gaussian kernel with G σ (u) = 
In our test, when the high frequency hp(l) is relatively large, these are often boundary or strong texture area. So, given the threshold th, we can create an image mask, as follows:
Where q is a neighborhood of l within local window. And using mask(l, th), given the filter F, the content-adaptive filtering can be described as:
Only when mask(l, th) = 1, the pixel need to be processing. In this letter, we simply choose 5 × 5 Gaussian filter with standard deviation 0.7.
Initialization
In the test, we find that an initial estimation image with better edge preservation will lead to promising final results. We employ the content-adaptive bilateral filtering to achieve edge-preserving using interpolation image X b , which can strengthen the true edge. Bilateral filtering [10] is a nonlinear and simple algorithm which can preserve the edges. It can be represented by the following. And we use contentadaptive bilateral filtering to get the initial estimate image X in (l) for the back projection SR reconstruction as
where BF(.) is Bilateral filtering. By extensive testing, we let σ s = 2, σ r = 2, and 5×5 window in the bilateral filtering.
Back Projection Reconstruction
In the back projection SR reconstruction, each iteration can be cast as a least squares minimization problem (Eq. (1)) by gradient descent as
Where u(.) is the back projection up-sampling fuction, and λ (i) is iteration step. A lot of work (such as [3] , [4] ) focuses on how to determine the function u(.) to get better edges and less artifacts, and the complexity of algorithms has increased. Here we only use the bicubic up-sampling function. The optimization of λ (i) rarely mentioned in the literature. Typically, a small fixed λ (i) and sufficient iteration number can achieve convergence to Eq. (8) . In this letter, we use greedy optimization algorithm by a large training image set to determine λ (i) . It is normally less than six iterations to achieve convergence, and the average PSNR loss is less than 0.1 dB.
Joint Nonlocal Mean Denoising
When we get estimation HR image X BP using back projection SR method, the relationship between X BP (l) and the original image X(l) can be seen as:
Here, we borrow the idea of nonlocal mean data fusion [4] to denoising the X BP (l) by the following
In (10), l is non-interpolated similar HR pixel of l. The similar pixel group and ω can be constantly modified in back projection process, but the gain is very small and the complexity increases in this way. We simply use bicubic HR image X b to find the similar pixel l and calculate weight. This strategy can not only greatly reduce the complexity of the algorithm but also get acceptable results. Let define P(l) is a square-block of pre-defined size around l. Using the block match within a relatively large window, the similar pixel l group can be found, and the weight ω is expressed as
where d(·) is Euclidean distance between the P(l) and P(l ). For l, we define the search mask smask(q) to choose which pixel need to block match. It is consideration of two factors with the similarity of high frequency components and pixel value. smask(q) can be expressed as (12), only the pixel with smask(q) = 1 need to block match.
where η 1 = 0.8 and η 2 = 1.2. In this letter, we use fix 7 × 7 square patch and 21 × 21 search window.
Finally, the reconstructed HR imageX(l) can be gotten by the joint content-adaptive nonlocal mean denoising using X BP (l) aŝ
where NLM(.) is the joint nolocal filter define by (10) . It should be noted that there are some differences compared with Ref. [4] . First, the Ref. [4] use the Eq. (10) to get the initial image and back projection up-sampling function (Eq. (8)), and we only use joint nonlocal mean denosing to filter X BP (l). Second, we propose the content-adaptive filtering and fast block match strategy to reduce the algorithm complexity.
Results
In this section, three experiments is used to verify the efficiency of the proposed SR method † . Figure 2 shows six test images, and we blur them by a Gaussian filter with standard deviation 1 and down-sample by a factor of 2. In this case, the iteration step λ (i) is set by −1.8, −1.6, −1.5, −1.2, −0.8 and −0.5 through greedy optimization, and th = 7 in (7) and (13). The bicubic interpolator, IBP, NLBP [4] , SRVSR [8] and ASDS [9] are used for comparison. Super resolution is applied only to the luminance channel. From Table 1 results with PSNR and SSIM [11] , we can see that the proposed method performs better than NLBP [4] , and very close to the two state-of-the-art the regularized SR methods [8] , [9] , when scaling factor is 2. As can be seen in Fig. 3 , the edges and textures reconstructed by our approach are the same sharp and clean compared with other competing methods.
In the second experiment, we evaluated the performance of our method using YUV video sequence, and our C implementation, in which we use simple openMP optimization, works on an Intel Pentium CPU (2.8 G). Table 2 shows our method results using YUV video sequence (100 frames) compared with IBP (with the same code optimization). In tests, CPU occupancy rate of our program is less than 30%. For the IBP method, the FPS of QCIF-CIF upsampling is about 500, and the FPS of CIF-4CIF upsampling is about 80. For the proposed method, the FPS of QCIF-CIF upsampling is about 200, and the FPS of CIF-4CIF upsampling is about 56, with better reconstruction quality (about 1 dB gain in PSNR). In order to obtain other size of HR video in practical application, image interpolation technology can solve this problem with very low complexity. Hence, our method can be applied in real-time environment, especially for online video streaming.
In the last experiment, a real video sequence (the original Foreman QCIF sequence) with unknown degradation model is used to demonstrate the superiority of our method. The unknown blur kernel is assumed to be a normalized 5×5 Gaussian filter with standard deviation 0.8. From Fig. 4 , it can be seen that our method can obtain more sharp and clear edge without unsatisfying artifacts.
Conclution
In this letter, we proposed a novel low complexity image/video SR framework. The contributions of our work are two-fold. First, the HR image was enforced by bilateral and joint nonlocal mean filter. Second, our content-adaptive filtering and fast self-similarity search strategy can be able to greatly reduce algorithm complexity. Experiment results show the advantage of our approach.
